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By making succession management a part of business strategy, companies will always be able to fill key leadership positions.
There was more to World War I than the Western Front. This history juxtaposes the experiences of a monarch and a peasant on the Eastern
Front. Franz Josef I, emperor of Austria-Hungary, was the first European leader to declare war in 1914 and was the first to commence firing.
Samuel Mozolak was a Slovak laborer who sailed to New York--and fathered twins, taken as babies (and U.S. citizens) to his home
village--before being drafted into the Austro-Hungarian army and killed in combat. The author interprets the views of the war of Franz Josef
and his contemporaries Kaiser Wilhelm II and Tsar Nicholas II. Mozolak's story depicts the life of a peasant in an army staffed by aristocrats,
and also illustrates the pattern of East European immigration to America.
Written in a lively, engaging style with many examples to illustrate complex concepts, this text helps readers to understand the influence of
intercultural interactions in their own lives. It introduces students to disciplines, including cross-cultural psychology, intercultural
communication, and international organizational behavior, that study culture's influence on human behavior. It covers a wide range of topics,
such as schooling, work, gender, socialization of children, and health. This solid treatment of basic concepts applicable in the study of all
behavior and social sciences lets students see that the study of culture and cultural differences is inherently connected to the other courses
they will take throughout their college careers.
European enslavement of American Indians began with Christopher Columbus?s arrival in the New World. The slave trade expanded with
European colonies, and though African slave labor filled many needs, huge numbers of America?s indigenous peoples continued to be
captured and forced to work as slaves. Although central to the process of colony-building in what became the United States, this phenomena
has received scant attention from historians. ø Indian Slavery in Colonial America, edited by Alan Gallay, examines the complicated dynamics
of Indian enslavement. How and why Indians became both slaves of the Europeans and suppliers of slavery?s victims is the subject of this
book. The essays in this collection use Indian slavery as a lens through which to explore both Indian and European societies and their
interactions, as well as relations between and among Native groups.
The follow-up to the critically acclaimed Jubliee traces the footsteps of four major African-American migrations and examines how those
migrations helped shape, define, and transform the African-American experience and America itself, and how they will continue to affect the
future.
From the author of The Beneficiary: Fortune, Misfortune and the Story of My Father comes a major publishing event: an unprecedented look
into the life of the woman who most singularly shaped Barack Obama-his mother. Barack Obama has written extensively about his father, but
little is known about Stanley Ann Dunham, the fiercely independent woman who raised him, the person he credits for, as he says, "what is
best in me." Here is the missing piece of the story. Award-winning reporter Janny Scott interviewed nearly two hundred of Dunham's friends,
colleagues, and relatives (including both her children), and combed through boxes of personal and professional papers, letters to friends, and
photo albums, to uncover the full breadth of this woman's inspiring and untraditional life, and to show the remarkable extent to which she
shaped the man Obama is today. Dunham's story moves from Kansas and Washington state to Hawaii and Indonesia. It begins in a time
when interracial marriage was still a felony in much of the United States, and culminates in the present, with her son as our presidentsomething she never got to see. It is a poignant look at how character is passed from parent to child, and offers insight into how Obama's
destiny was created early, by his mother's extraordinary faith in his gifts, and by her unconventional mothering. Finally, it is a heartbreaking
story of a woman who died at age fifty-two, before her son would go on to his greatest accomplishments and reflections of what she taught
him.

Kyra Teis's adaptation of Mozart's opera contains all the classic fairy tale elements. Prince Tamino must save Princess
Pamina from her evil mother, the queen. To help him on his quest, three lovely ladies give him a magic flute that will
charm both animals and humans. With the help of his flute and the companionship of his jovial friend, Papegno, Prince
Tamino overcomes the trials of Silence, Patience, and Courage and thereby wins Princess Pamina's hand in marriage.
Share this wonderful edition with a child. The book includes a parent-teacher guide.
Explores how sixteenth-century English ideas about freedom, bondage, non-Christian cultures, labor shortages, Africans,
and Native Americans contributed to the institution of slavery in the United States
This prize-winning book is the first ever to focus on the traffic in Indian slaves in the American South. For decades the
Indian slave trade linked southern lives and created a whirlwind of violence and profit-making. Alan Gallay documents in
vivid detail the operation of the slave trade, the processes by which Europeans and Native Americans became
participants in it, and the profound consequences it had for the South and its peoples.
An acclaimed book and widely acknowledged classic, The Middle Ground steps outside the simple stories of Indian-white
relations - stories of conquest and assimilation and stories of cultural persistence. It is, instead, about a search for
accommodation and common meaning. It tells how Europeans and Indians met, regarding each other as alien, as other,
as virtually nonhuman, and how between 1650 and 1815 they constructed a common, mutually comprehensible world in
the region around the Great Lakes that the French called pays d'en haut. Here the older worlds of the Algonquians and of
various Europeans overlapped, and their mixture created new systems of meaning and of exchange. Finally, the book
tells of the breakdown of accommodation and common meanings and the re-creation of the Indians as alien and exotic.
First published in 1991, the 20th anniversary edition includes a new preface by the author examining the impact and
legacy of this study.
If any of the following behaviors sound like you or someone youwork with, beware! In Why CEOs Fail, David L. Dotlich
andPeter C. Cairo describe the most common characteristics of derailedtop executives and how you can avoid them:
Arrogance—you think that you're right, andeveryone else is wrong. Melodrama—you need to be the center ofattention.
Volatility—you're subject to mood swings. Excessive Caution—you're afraid to makedecisions. Habitual Distrust—you focus
on the negatives. Aloofness —you're disengaged anddisconnected. Mischievousness—you believe that rules are made to
bebroken. Eccentricity—you try to be different just for thesake of it. Passive Resistance—what you say is not what
youreally believe. Perfectionism—you get the little things right andthe big things wrong. Eagerness to Please—you try to
win the popularitycontest.
In this sweeping regional history, anthropologist Robbie Ethridge traces the metamorphosis of the Native South from first
contact in 1540 to the dawn of the eighteenth century, when indigenous people no longer lived in a purely Indian world
but rather on the edge of an expanding European empire. Using a framework that Ethridge calls the "Mississippian
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shatter zone" to explicate these tumultuous times, From Chicaza to Chickasaw examines the European invasion, the
collapse of the precontact Mississippian world, and the restructuring of discrete chiefdoms into coalescent Native
societies in a colonial world. The story of one group--the Chickasaws--is closely followed through this period.
Family Reunion: Taking it to the next level is a book written as a step-by-step guide to researching your family’s history and successful family
reunion planning. It was written for those who desire to take their family reunion to the next level; from the backyard to the hotel courtyard,
from local to national, and from one branch to multiple branches of the family tree. This book is useful for both the novice and the more
experienced family historian, genealogical researcher, or reunion organizer. TOPICS COVERED • Family History Research • Family Trees
and Genealogy Software • Navigating Online Genealogy Databases & Records • Genetic Genealogy and DNA Testing • Preserving and
Sharing the Family History • Family Reunion Planning • 24-Month Family Reunion Timeline Planner • Reunion Invitations and Letters •
Organizing Reunion Planning Committees • Responsibilities of the Reunion Planning Committees & Subcommittees • Budgeting and
Financing the Reunion • Activities & Games • The Reunion Tee-shirt • The Family Reunion Souvenir Book • Creating a Family Website
The massacre at Mountain Meadows on September 11, 1857, was the single most violent attack on a wagon train in the thirty-year history of
the Oregon and California trails. Yet it has been all but forgotten. Will Bagley’s Blood of the Prophets is an award-winning, riveting account of
the attack on the Baker-Fancher wagon train by Mormons in the local militia and a few Paiute Indians. Based on extensive investigation of the
events surrounding the murder of over 120 men, women, and children, and drawing from a wealth of primary sources, Bagley explains how
the murders occurred, reveals the involvement of territorial governor Brigham Young, and explores the subsequent suppression and distortion
of events related to the massacre by the Mormon Church and others.
This is a new release of the original 1930 edition.
As the first book in the field of leadership studies to approach sustainability as a multi-faceted leadership challenge, Leadership for
Environmental Sustainability will help to set the terms of the discussion on this topic among students, scholars, and practitioners of leadership
for years to come. It explores the connection between leadership and sustainability from a variety of disciplinary perspectives, including
sociology, history, psychology, business, literature, communication, and the arts. With short chapters edited for readability, the book is aimed
at scholars, practitioners, students, and educated lay readers interested in cutting-edge research and thinking on this topic.
A thought-provoking look at New England's Black heritage
This 6x9 lined journal has 100 lightly decorated pages perfect for all your needs. The cover is elegantly designed with a positive motivational
and inspirational quote to keep you going.

Presents a pictorial history of architectural and engineering achievements in the design and building of bridges.
Written by a renowned genealogy expert, this fully updated bestseller shows you how to use both traditional and online genealogy
research methods. Thoroughly revised for the latest tools and techniques, How to Do Everything: Genealogy, Fourth Edition
uniquely addresses all the different genealogical record types, explaining traditional and digital research strategies. It defines the
basic rules of genealogical evidence, explains how to evaluate source materials, and describes proven research methods. This
practical guide shows you how to research your family history using the most current websites, social networking sites, record
archives, newly released and forthcoming census data, digital records, new frontiers in DNA research, and more. The latest
technological tools such as hardware and software are also covered. Featuring global resources from the U.S., Canada, the U.K.,
and Australia in a single volume, this book reveals how to: Organize and create your family tree Research census documents,
military service records, and land and property rolls Locate difficult-to-find records Use the most efficient internet search
techniques Plan a successful genealogy research trip Evaluate sources for authenticity Research and verify ancestors using
genetic genealogy (DNA) Get past brick walls and dead ends in your research Use social networking sites and collaboration
techniques
COPY AN ORDINARY GUY WHO USED THIS PROVEN MONEY-MAKING SYSTEM TO BANK £50 MILLION! Have you ever
dreamed of escaping the 9-5 rat race? Of working part time at home just a few hours a week, yet making more money in a month
than you make in a whole year now? Of starting on a shoestring and going on to bank your first £million? Of having the freedom
and the money to live the life you truly want and deserve? Follow in the footsteps of this ordinary down-to-earth guy who actually
did just that! He gave up his job and starting in from his spare room at home, became a multi-millionaire despite having never done
anything like this before. Now for the first time, in this book, he will show you how you can copy his proven money making system.
You will even receive a free DVD set to help you along the way! “AMAZING. I buy something for £6, just like he showed me, and
sell it for £197...working from my kitchen table at home. Even though I’d never done anything like this in my life, I have pulled in
over £1million so far.” Andrew Reynolds’ student.
A journalist who has covered the senator and presidential candidate since his campaign for the Senate offers a portrait that
features his childhood and youth in Hawaii and his embrace of seemingly ruthless campaign tactics.
Hardbound. Part B contains ten papers dealing with non-violent dysfunctional behavior in organizations. The first paper explores
the concept of criminal acts within corporations, especially those that involve senior-level managers. Other papers discuss
substance abuse in organizations, the role of revenge, impression management, absenteeism, stealing from employers, integrity
testing and, in a final chapter, a review of the literature on employee termination.
??? This journal with a funny quote on the cover can be used as a notebook, diary, or school composition book. ??? It is Perfect for
taking notes, organizing daily activities, creating stories, making lists, doodling and brainstorming This Journal Features 110 high
quality bright white pages with lines (27 lines per page) Full size duo sided blank sheets Sturdy and matte full color softbound
cover 6 x 9" dimensions (5.24 x 22.86 cm); versatile & portable size for school, home and work Makes a Perfect Gift Idea for
Team, Birthday, Christmas Gifts... (Special Occasions Gifts) Journal & Planner Lovers Home Crafting Lovers Team, Coworker,
Best friend Gifts Co-worker/Boss Gifts Gift Baskets & Stocking Stuffers ??? Click the orange "Add To Cart" button on the right to
get it now! This journal is going to be discounted for a limited time ! ???

Seven hundred and fifty Jewish refugees fled Nazi Germany and founded the agricultural settlement of Sosúa in the
Dominican Republic, then ruled by one of Latin America’s most repressive dictators, General Rafael Trujillo. In Tropical
Zion, Allen Wells, a distinguished historian and the son of a Sosúa settler, tells the compelling story of General Trujillo,
Franklin Delano Roosevelt, and those fortunate pioneers who founded a successful employee-owned dairy cooperative
on the north shore of the island. Why did a dictator admit these desperate refugees when so few nations would accept
those fleeing fascism? Eager to mollify international critics after his army had massacred 15,000 unarmed Haitians,
Trujillo sent representatives to Évian, France, in July, 1938 for a conference on refugees from Nazism. Proposed by FDR
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to deflect criticism from his administration’s restrictive immigration policies, the Évian Conference proved an abject
failure. The Dominican Republic was the only nation that agreed to open its doors. Obsessed with stemming the tide of
Haitian migration across his nation’s border, the opportunistic Trujillo sought to “whiten” the Dominican populace,
welcoming Jewish refugees who were themselves subject to racist scorn in Europe. The Roosevelt administration
sanctioned the Sosúa colony. Since the United States did not accept Jewish refugees in significant numbers, it
encouraged Latin America to do so. That prodding, paired with FDR’s overriding preoccupation with fighting fascism,
strengthened U.S. relations with Latin American dictatorships for decades to come. Meanwhile, as Jewish organizations
worked to get Jews out of Europe, discussions about the fate of worldwide Jewry exposed fault lines between Zionists
and Non-Zionists. Throughout his discussion of these broad dynamics, Wells weaves vivid narratives about the founding
of Sosúa, the original settlers and their families, and the life of the unconventional beach-front colony.
Distinguishing itself from the mass of political biographies of Barack Obama, this first interdisciplinary study of Obama's
Indonesian and Hawai‘ian years examines their effect on his adult character, political identity, and global world-view. •
Foreword • Photographs • Timelines • Figures • Appendices
Read the foreword by Mara Soetoro-Ng President Barack Obama’s mother, S. Ann Dunham, was an economic
anthropologist and rural development consultant who worked in several countries including Indonesia. Dunham received
her doctorate in 1992. She died in 1995, at the age of 52, before having the opportunity to revise her dissertation for
publication, as she had planned. Dunham’s dissertation adviser Alice G. Dewey and her fellow graduate student Nancy I.
Cooper undertook the revisions at the request of Dunham’s daughter, Maya Soetoro-Ng. The result is Surviving against
the Odds, a book based on Dunham’s research over a period of fourteen years among the rural metalworkers of Java,
the island home to nearly half Indonesia’s population. Surviving against the Odds reflects Dunham’s commitment to
helping small-scale village industries survive; her pragmatic, non-ideological approach to research and problem solving;
and her impressive command of history, economic data, and development policy. Along with photographs of Dunham,
the book includes many pictures taken by her in Indonesia. After Dunham married Lolo Soetoro in 1967, she and her sixyear-old son, Barack Obama, moved from Hawai‘i to Soetoro’s home in Jakarta, where Maya Soetoro was born three
years later. Barack returned to Hawai‘i to attend school in 1971. Dedicated to Dunham’s mother Madelyn, her adviser
Alice, and “Barack and Maya, who seldom complained when their mother was in the field,” Surviving against the Odds
centers on the metalworking industries in the Javanese village of Kajar. Focusing attention on the small rural industries
overlooked by many scholars, Dunham argued that wet-rice cultivation was not the only viable economic activity in rural
Southeast Asia. Surviving against the Odds includes a preface by the editors, Alice G. Dewey and Nancy I. Cooper, and
a foreword by her daughter Maya Soetoro-Ng, each of which discusses Dunham and her career. In his afterword, the
anthropologist and Indonesianist Robert W. Hefner explores the content of Surviving against the Odds, its relation to
anthropology when it was researched and written, and its continuing relevance today.
This is the story of a small group of Jews, who, fleeing for their lives from Nazi persecution, found a welcoming haven in
the Dominican Republic. The settlers arrived amid lush, tropical vegetation and could only describe this refuge as
paradise. But they faced daunting problems. Middle-class, urban Europeans, they needed to learn a new language and
acquire new skills while adjusting to a new climate and worrying about loved ones left behind in Europe. They created a
Jewish community with a synagogue, built a school, and a thriving dairy industry, working side by side with Dominicans in
an atmosphere that was distinguished by its lack of Anti-Semitism.
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